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Abstract. In this paper we study the expressive power of Horn-formulae in dependence
logic and show that they can express NP-complete problems. Therefore we define an even
smaller fragment D∗-Horn and show that over finite successor structures it captures the
complexity class P of all sets decidable in polynomial time. Furthermore, we show that
the open D∗-Horn-formulae correspond to the negative fragment of SO∃-Horn.
1. Introduction
Dependence logic, D, extends first-order logic by dependence atomic formulae
dep(t1, . . . , tn) (1.1)
the meaning of which is that the value of the term tn is functionally determined by the
values of t1, . . . , tn−1. The semantics of D is defined in terms of sets of assignments (teams)
instead of single assignments as in first-order logic. While in first-order logic the order of
quantifiers solely determines the dependence relations between variables, in dependence logic
more general dependencies between variables can be expressed. Historically dependence
logic was preceded by partially ordered quantifiers (Henkin quantifiers) of Henkin [9], and
Independence-Friendly (IF) logic of Hintikka and Sandu [10]. It is known that both IF
logic and dependence logic are equivalent to existential second-order logic SO∃ in expressive
power. From the point of view of descriptive complexity theory, this means that dependence
logic captures the class NP.
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The framework of dependence logic has turned out be flexible to allow interesting gen-
eralizations. For example, the extensions of dependence logic in terms of so-called intuition-
istic implication and linear implication was introduced in [1]. In [14] it was shown that
extending D by the intuitionistic implication makes the logic equivalent to full second-order
logic SO. On the other hand, in [2] the extension of D by a majority quantifier was defined
and shown to capture the Counting Hierarchy. Furthermore, new variants of the dependence
atomic formulae have also been introduced in [8], [6], and [4].
In this paper we study certain fragments of dependence logic. While it is known that D
captures the class NP, the complexity of various syntactic fragments of D are not yet fully
understood. Some work has been done in this direction:
• All sentences of D can be transformed to a form
∀x∃y(
∧
i
dep(zi, wi) ∧ ψ), (1.2)
where ψ is quantifier-free first-order formula [13].
• In formulae of form (1.2), the use of those variables depending on others can even further
be restricted; in a sense, only Boolean information in form of equality tests is needed. We
will introduce this fragment D∗ formally and show that it is as expressive as D.
• The fragments of D defined either by restricting the number of universal quantifiers or
the arity of dependence atoms in sentences were mapped to the corresponding sublogics
of SO∃ in [3]. Making use of the well-known time hierarchy theorem this implies a strict
hierarchy of fragments within D.
• The existential sentences of D collapse to FO [3], whereas the universal sentences can
define NP-complete problems.
The last remark above follows from the result of [11] showing that the question of deciding
whether a team X satisfies φ, where
φ = dep(x, y) ∨ dep(u, v) ∨ dep(u, v)
is NP-complete and from the observation that φ can be translated to an equivalent universal
sentence of D (see the proof of Lemma 5.3).
In this paper our main objects of study are Horn fragments of D. In analogy to (1.2)
we first define D-Horn to be the set of formulae of the form:
φ = ∀x∃y(
∧
i
dep(zi, wi) ∧
∧
j
Cj),
where the Cj are clauses, i.e., disjunctions of atomic and negated atomic FO-formulae,
that contain at most one positive formula with an occurrence of an existentially quantified
variable. While we will show that this fragment essentially is as expressive as full depen-
dence logic (i.e., it can express NP-complete problems), we will prove that a slightly more
restricted fragment, denoted by D∗-Horn and obtained from D-Horn in exactly the same
way as D∗ is obtained from D, corresponds over finite successor structures to the class of
second-order Horn formulae which, by a famous result by Gra¨del [7], are known to capture
P over finite successor structures. The result of [7] thus allows us to conclude that the
sentences of D∗-Horn also capture P. An interesting question is whether D∗-Horn can be
somehow extended to approach the major open question of descriptive complexity, whether
there is a logic for P properties of structures in the absence of a built-in ordering relation.
We also consider the complexity of D∗-Horn formulae with free variables and show that,
over successor structures, the open D∗-Horn-formulae correspond exactly to the negative
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fragment of SO∃-Horn. This result is analogous to a result of [12], who showed that the
open D-formulae correspond exactly to the downward closed NP-properties.
We would like to point out that very recently, independent work of Galliani and Hella
[?] obtained a characterization of P in terms of inclusion logic, a variant of dependence logic
where instead of dependence atoms, so called inclusion atoms are used.
This article is organized as follows. In the next section, we introduce dependence logic
and some of its basic properties. We also recall Gra¨del’s characterization of P in terms of
second-order Horn logic. In Sect. 3 we define our fragments of dependence logic, the Horn
fragment and the strict Horn fragment. In Sect. 4 we present our characterization of P, and
in Sect. 5, we consider the open formulae of D∗-Horn.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Dependence Logic. In this section we will define the semantics of dependence logic.
Dependence logic (D) extends first order logic by new atomic formulae expressing depen-
dencies between variables.
Definition 2.1 ([13]). Let τ be a vocabulary. The set of τ -formulae of dependence logic
(D[τ ]) is defined by extending the set of τ -formulae of first order logic (FO[τ ]) by dependence
atoms of the form
dep(t1, . . . , tn), (2.1)
where t1, . . . , tn are terms.
In this paper, we only consider formulae in negation normal form; this means that
negation occurs only in front of atomic formulae.
Definition 2.2. Let ϕ be a dependence logic formula. We define the set Fr(ϕ) of free
variables occurring in ϕ as in first order logic with the additional rule
Fr(dep(t1, . . . , tn)) = Var(t1) ∪ · · · ∪Var(tn),
where Var(ti) is the set of variables occurring in ti. A formula ϕ with Var(ϕ) = ∅ is called
a sentence.
Now we define team semantics for dependence logic. Satisfaction for dependence logic
formulae will be defined with respect to teams which are sets of assignments. Formally,
teams are defined as follows.
Definition 2.3. Let A be a set and {x1, . . . , xn} be a set of variables.
• Then a team X over A is a set of assignments s : {x1, . . . , xn} → A. We refer to
{x1, . . . , xn} as the domain and to A as the co-domain of X.
• The relation rel(X) over An corresponding to X is defined as follows
rel(X) = {(s(x1), . . . , s(xn)) | s ∈ X}
• Let F : X → A be a function, then we define
X(F/x) = {s(F (s)/x) : s ∈ X}
X(A/x) = {s(a/x) : s ∈ X and a ∈ A}.
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We are now able to define team semantics. In the following definition, tA〈s〉 for a term t
and an assignment s denotes the value of t under s in structure A.
Definition 2.4. ([13]) Let A be a model and X a team of A. Then we define the relation
A |=X ϕ as follows:
• If ϕ is a first-order literal, then A |=X ϕ iff for all s ∈ X we have A |=s ϕ, where |=s refers
to satisfaction in first-order logic.
• A |=X dep(t1, . . . , tn) iff for all s, s
′ ∈ X such that tA1 〈s〉 = t
A
1 〈s
′〉, . . . , tAn−1〈s〉 = t
A
n−1〈s
′〉,
we have tAn〈s〉 = t
A
n〈s
′〉.
• A |=X ¬dep(t1, . . . , tn) iff X = ∅.
• A |=X ψ ∧ ϕ iff A |=X ψ and A |=X ϕ.
• A |=X ψ ∨ ϕ iff X = Y ∪ Z such that A |=Y ψ and A |=Z ϕ .
• A |=X ∃xψ iff A |=X(F/x) ψ for some F : X → A.
• A |=X ∀xψ iff A |=X(A/x) ψ.
Above, we assume that the domain of X contains the variables free in ϕ. Finally, a sentence
ϕ is true in a model A (in symbols: A |= ϕ) if A |={∅} ϕ.
Let us then recall some basic properties of dependence logic that will be needed later.
The following result shows that the truth of a D-formula depends only on the interpretations
of variables occurring free in the formula. Below, for V ⊆ Dom(X), X ↾ V is defined by
X ↾ V = {s ↾ V | s ∈ X}.
Theorem 2.5 ([13]). Suppose V ⊇ Fr(φ). Then A |=X φ if and only if A |=X↾V φ.
All formulae of dependence logic also satisfy the following strong monotonicity property
called Downward Closure.
Theorem 2.6 ([13]). Let φ be a formula of dependence logic, A a model, and Y ⊆ X teams.
Then A |=X φ implies A |=Y φ.
Finally, we note that dependence logic is a conservative extension of first-order logic.
Definition 2.7. A formula φ of D is called a first-order formula if it does not contain
dependence atomic formulae as subformulae.
First-order formulae of dependence logic satisfies the so-called flatness property:
Theorem 2.8 ([13]). Let φ be a first-order formula of dependence logic. Then for all A
and X it holds that A |=X φ if and only if for all s ∈ X we have A |=s φ.
In order to study the expressive power of a logic in terms of computational complexity,
we have to define the notion of “capturing” of a complexity class.
Definition 2.9. Let O be the class of all finite successor structures, i.e., all structures A
with |A| = {0, . . . , n − 1} that contain, possibly among other constants and relations, the
constants 0 and max and the relation R = {(x, x + 1) | x ≤ n− 2} for some n ≥ 1.
Definition 2.10.
(1) Let L1 and L2 be two logics. Then L1 ≡ L2 denotes that for every L1 sentence there is
an equivalent L2 sentence, and vice-versa.
(2) Let C be complexity class and L be a logic. Then C is captured by L, in symbols: C ≡ L,
if for all problems P ⊆ O it holds that P ∈ C if and only if there exists an L sentence
φ for which P = {A ∈ O | A |= φ} holds.
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For dependence logic it is known that it captures NP, since D ≡ Σ11 [13] and Σ
1
1 ≡ NP [5].
Theorem 2.11. D ≡ NP.
As said, one cornerstone in the proof of the preceding theorem is a transformation of
Σ11-formulae into D-formulae. It can be observed that the appearing dependencies are of a
very particular form.
Definition 2.12 (D∗). A Boolean dependence formula (D∗ formula) is a D formula of the
form
φ = ∀x∃y

 ∧
1≤i≤n
dep(zi, yi) ∧ θ

 ,
where y = (y1, . . . , yn) are pairwise distinct variables, zi ⊆ x, and θ is an arbitrary first-
order formula, but the existentially quantified variables can only appear in atomic formulae
of the form yi = 0 or yi = yj.
The next result shows that D∗ is essentially as expressive as full dependence logic, even
in the absence of a successor relation.
Theorem 2.13. (1) Over structures with built-in plus and times, D∗ ≡ D.
(2) The logic D∗ can define NP-complete problems even without the built-in successor rela-
tion.
Proof. It is known that NP can be captured by the class of second-order formulae of the
form φ = ∃P1 . . . ∃Pn∀xθ, where θ is a quantifier-free FO-formula, over structures with
built-in predicates for plus and times [?]. As in Va¨a¨na¨nen’s proof we transform this into
a D formula, see [13, Sect. 6.3]. It can be observed that the variables that appear as last
variable in a dependence atom are only used in the form given in Def. 2.12 above. This
proves the first claim.
The second claim follows from the fact that the fragment Strict NP, SNP [?], of sen-
tences ∃P1 . . . ∃Pn∀xθ, where θ is quantifier free without order, translates into D
∗ under the
same translation as used above, but SNP can define NP-complete problems.
2.2. Horn Logic. In this section we introduce first and second-order Horn logic and discuss
their expressive power.
Definition 2.14 (FO-Horn). A clause is a disjunction of atomic and negated atomic for-
mulae, including ⊥ and ⊤. A Horn clause is a clause with at most one non-negated atom.
Definition 2.15 (SO-Horn, [7]). A second-order Horn formula is a second-order formula φ
of the form
Q1P1 . . . QkPk∀x
∧
j
Cj ,
where for all i, j, Qi ∈ {∀,∃}, Pi are relation symbols, Cj are clauses that contain at most
one positive occurrence of a predicate Pi. We denote by SO-Horn the set of all second-order
Horn formulae. The existential fragment of SO-Horn, denoted SO∃-Horn, is the fragment
where all Qi = ∃.
Theorem 2.16 ([7]). (1) SO-Horn ≡ SO∃-Horn.
(2) SO∃-Horn ≡ P.
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3. Horn Fragments of Dependence Logic
The Horn requirement that clauses contain at most one non-negative atom can also be
transferred into the context of dependence logic.
Definition 3.1 (D-Horn). A D-Horn formula is a D formula of the form
φ = ∀x∃y(
∧
1≤i≤n
dep(zi, yi) ∧
∧
j
Cj),
where y = (y1, . . . , yn) are pairwise distinct variables, zi ⊆ x, and each clause Cj contains at
most one positive atomic formula with an occurrence of an existentially quantified variable.
As we will later show, the D-Horn fragment is essentially as expressive as full depen-
dence logic, as it can express NP-complete problems, even without successor. But we will
prove that a subfragment that informally uses only binary information about the dependent
variables, exactly in the same way as in the logic D∗ introduced above, has a possibly lower
expressive power, since it corresponds to polynomial time computation.
Definition 3.2 (D∗-Horn). A Boolean D-Horn formula (D∗-Horn formula) is a D-Horn
formula
φ = ∀x∃y(
∧
i
dep(zi, yi) ∧
∧
j
Cj),
with the additional condition that the existentially quantified variables can only appear in
atomic formulae of the form yi = 0 or yi = yj.
4. Expressive power of the Horn fragments
4.1. D∗-Horn captures P. In this section we investigate the expressive power of the frag-
ments D-Horn and D∗-Horn. We start by proving that the latter logic captures polynomial
time.
Theorem 4.1. The logic D∗-Horn captures the complexity class P on finite successor struc-
tures: P ≡ D∗-Horn.
We prove the theorem with the two following lemmas.
Lemma 4.2. SO-Horn ⊆ D∗-Horn on finite successor structures.
Proof. By Theorem 2.16, it suffices to show the claim for SO∃-Horn. Let
φ = ∃P1 . . . ∃Pn∀x
∧
j
Cj
be a SO∃-Horn sentence. First we replace quantification over relations by quantification
over functions in φ. This is achieved by coding each relation Pi by its characteristic function.
Furthermore, the clauses Cj of φ are replaced by clauses C
′
j acquired by replacing the atomic
formulae Pi(z) by Fi(z) = 0. After these transformations, we get a sentence φ
′ which is
logically equivalent to φ, where
φ′ = ∃F1 . . . ∃Fn∀x
∧
j
C ′j .
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In dependence logic, the functions Fi will be translated by existentially quantified variables.
For this reason, each occurrence of Fi in φ
′ has to be of the form Fi(zi) for some unique
tuple zi of pairwise distinct variables. This can be accomplished analogously to Theorem
6.15 in [13]. First, one by one, we replace each occurrence of every term Fi(t), where
t = (t1, . . . , tk), in φ
′ by a new term Fi(w), where w = (w1, . . . , wk) is a fresh tuple of
pairwise distinct variables quantified universally, and use the equivalence of
∧
j C
′
j(Fi(t))
and
∀w(
∧
1≤p≤k
wp = tp →
∧
j
C ′j [Fi(w)/Fi(t)]). (4.1)
In this way,
∧
j C
′
j is transformed to an equivalent formula containing only simple terms of
the form Fi(w). It is easy to see that using distributivity laws of FO, the quantifier-free
part of formula (4.1) can be translated to a conjunction of clauses satisfying the condition
of Definition 2.15, i.e., these transformations do not carry us outside of SO∃-Horn.
Let us now assume that all occurences of the symbols Fi are of the form Fi(w) for some
tuple w of pairwise distinct variables. We still need to ensure that for each Fi the tuple w
is unique. Suppose that this in not the case, i.e., assume that φ′ contains two occurrences
Fi(z) and Fi(z
′) of the same Fi but with different tuples of variables. Now the idea is to
replace all occurrences of Fi(z
′) by G(z′), where G is fresh symbol, and use the fact that φ′
is equivalent to:
∃F1 . . . ∃Fn∃G∀x
∧
j
C ′j[G(z
′)/Fi(z
′)] ∧ (
∧
k
zk = z
′
k → Fi(z) = G(z
′)) (4.2)
Again note that this transformation does not carry us outside of SO∃-Horn. Hence we may
assume that in φ′ all occurrences of Fi are of the form Fi(zi) for some unique tuple zi of
pairwise distinct variables. We apply the result of [13, Theorem 6.15] which allows us to
directly translate φ′ into D∗-Horn which looks as follows:
∀x∃y1 . . . ∃yn(
n∧
i=1
dep(zi, yi) ∧
∧
j
C ′j [yi/Fi(zi)]). (4.3)
Lemma 4.3. D∗-Horn ⊆ SO∃-Horn on finite successor structures.
Proof. We prove the lemma by showing that every D∗-Horn sentence can be translated to
an equivalent SO∃-Horn sentence. Let
φ = ∀x∃y1 . . . ∃yk(
h∧
i=1
dep(zi, yi) ∧
∧
j
Cj)
be a D∗-Horn sentence. Without loss of generality, we assume that atoms yj = yj do not
appear in φ. By the results of [13], this sentence is equivalent to the SO∃ sentence φ∗
∃f1 . . . ∃fk∀x
∧
j
C∗j ,
where C∗j is defined by replacing the occurrences of yi by the term fi(zi). It now suffices
to transform this sentence to an equivalent SO∃-Horn sentence. This is achieved as follows.
For each pair {r, s} such that either fr(zr) = fs(zs) or fs(zs) = fr(zr) occurs in φ
∗ we
introduce a new relation symbol P{r,s}. Furthermore, for each {r, 0} such that fr(zr) = 0
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occurs in φ∗ a relation symbol P{r,0} is introduced. Finally for each pair of relation symbols
P{r,s}, P{s,t} we add the new relation symbol P{r,t}. All these new relation symbols have
arity |x|. In the following s, r and t range over {0, 1, . . . , k} and atoms of the form fr(zr) = 0
are also written as fr(zs) = f0(z0).
Now for each C∗j in φ
∗, the formula C ′j is defined by replacing the atoms fr(zr) = fs(zs)
and fr(zr) = 0 by the atoms P{r,s}(x) and P{r,0}(x), respectively. Since φ ∈ D
∗-Horn it
follows immediately that
φ′ := ∃P∀x
∧
j
C ′j
is a SO∃-Horn sentence. In order to guarantee the equivalence of φ∗ and φ′ (and hence the
equivalence φ′ and φ) we add to
∧
j C
′
j the following clauses:∧
r,s,t
[(P{r,s}(x) ∧ P{s,t}(x))→ P{r,t}(x)], (4.4)
axiomatizing the transitivity of identity. We also replace the quantifier prefix ∀x by ∀x∀x′
and add the following clauses to the formula:∧
r
∧
s
((zr = z
′
r → (P{r,s}(x)↔ P{r,s}(x
′))), (4.5)
which ensures that the identities satisfied by the term fr(zr) are determined by the values
of the variables zr. It is straightforward to check that φ
′, with the modifications in (4.4)
and (4.5), is equivalent to a formula in SO∃-Horn. We will next show that, for structures
A with |A| ≥ k + 1, where k is the number of functions fi in φ
∗, the sentences φ′ and φ∗
are equivalent. Note that, by modifying the behaviour of φ′ in the finitely many structures
of cardinality at most k, we can find a sentence of SO∃-Horn that is logically equivalent to
φ∗, and hence φ.
The proof of the implication from A |= φ∗ to A |= φ′ is straightforward, hence we
consider only the converse implication. Suppose then that A is a structure with |A| ≥ k+1,
and A |= φ′. We need to show that A |= φ∗. It suffices to find interpretations gi : A
|zi| → A
for the function symbols fi, for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, such that
(A, g1, . . . , gk) |= ∀x
∧
j
C∗j .
Since A |= φ′, there are relations S{s,r} ⊆ A
|x| such that
(A, (S{s,r})s,r) |= ∀x∀x
′
∧
j
C ′j.
We define the functions gi as follows: gi(a) = l, if l is the smallest integer in {0, . . . , i − 1}
such that a can be extended to a tuple a′ ∈ A|x| such that a′ ∈ S{i,l}. Otherwise, gi(a) = i.
The formula (4.5) ensures that gi is well-defined. Now, using the fact that the relations
(S{s,r})s,r satisfy the formula (4.4), it is straightforward to show that for all a ∈ A
|x|:
(A, g1, . . . , gk) |=v fs(zs) = fr(zr)⇔ (A, (S{s,r})s,r) |=v P{s,r}(x), (4.6)
where v is the assignment such that v(x) = a. Using (4.6), A |= φ∗ easily follows.
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Corollary 4.4. D∗-Horn restricted to formulae with k universal quantifiers captures a sub-
class of TIME(n2k).
Proof. Starting with a formula ψ ∈ D∗-Horn with k universal quantifiers, we obtain a
formula φ ∈ SO∃-Horn with ℓ = 2k universal quantifiers as in the proof of the preceding
lemma. As shown by [7, Corollary 4.2], a formula φ from SO∃-Horn can be transformed
into an equivalent propositional Horn formula φ′, such that the obtained formula has size
nℓ, where n denotes the size of the model and ℓ the number of universal quantifiers in φ.
The claim now follows since evaluation of propositional Horn formulae is in linear time.
It is worth noting that Lemma 4.3 does not hold without the built-in successor relation,
e.g., the following D∗-Horn-sentence
∃y1 . . . ∃yn
∧
1≤i<j≤n
¬yi = yj,
is not logically equivalent to any SO∃-Horn-sentence since the properties definable in SO∃-
Horn without successor are closed under taking substructures [7].
4.2. D-Horn expresses NP-complete problems. In the rest of this section we turn to
the logic D-Horn. We show that it is essentially as expressive as D by proving that the
following NP-complete problem Dominating-Set can be expressed in D-Horn.
Dominating-Set =

〈(V,E), k〉
∣∣∣∣∣∣
there is a set V ′ ⊆ V , |V ′| ≤ k, such that
for every v ∈ V \V ′ there is a u ∈ V ′ with
(u, v) ∈ E

 .
Theorem 4.5. Dominating-Set can be defined in D-Horn, even without successor.
Proof. Consider the following formula
φ = ∀x0∀x1∀x2∃y0∃y1∃y2
(
dep(x0, y0)
∧ dep(x1, y1) ∧ dep(x2, y2)
∧ (x1 = x2 → y1 = y2) ∧ (y1 = y2 → x1 = x2)
∧ E(x0, y0) ∧ (y0 = x1 → P (y1)
)
.
(4.7)
We claim that, for G = (V,E), 〈G, k〉 ∈ Dominating-Set ⇐⇒ 〈G∗, k〉 ∈ Dominating-Set
⇐⇒ (G∗, P ) |= φ, where P is an arbitrary unary relation that contains k nodes and G∗
extends G by self loops.
To see this, note that the atoms in the second and third line in (4.7) define a bijection
f under which x1 is mapped to y1 (this is analogous to the example on p. 51 in [13]). The
rest of the formula ensures that every node x0 is connected by an edge to some node y0 and
y0 is in bijection with some element in P . Since there are only k such elements, we express
existence of a dominating set of cardinality k.
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5. The case of open formulae
In this section we show that over successor structures the open D∗-Horn-formulae correspond
exactly to the negative fragment of SO∃-Horn.
Theorem 2.11 shows that sentences of D correspond to sentences of SO∃. Note that
this result does not tell us anything about formulae of dependence logic with free variables.
An upper bound for the complexity of formulae of D is provided by the following result.
Theorem 5.1 ([13]). Let τ be a vocabulary and ϕ a D[τ ]-formula with free variables
x1, . . . , xk. Then there is a τ ∪ {R}-sentence ψ of SO∃, in which R appears only nega-
tively, such that for all models A and teams X with domain {x1, . . . , xk}:
A |=X φ ⇐⇒ (A, rel(X)) |= ψ.
In [12] it was shown that also the converse holds.
Theorem 5.2 ([12]). Let τ be a vocabulary and R a k-ary relation symbol such that R /∈ τ .
Then for every τ ∪ {R}-sentence ψ of SO∃, in which R appears only negatively, there is a
τ -formula φ of D with free variables x1, . . . , xk such that, for all A and X 6= ∅ with domain
{x1, . . . , xk}:
A |=X φ ⇐⇒ (A, rel(X)) |= ψ. (5.1)
Theorem 5.2 shows that formulae of dependence logic correspond in a precise way to
the negative fragment of SO∃ and are therefore very expressive. We will next proceed to
generalize Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 to open D∗-Horn formulae and the negative fragment of
SO∃-Horn. We consider first the analogue of Theorem 5.1.
Lemma 5.3. Let τ be a vocabulary and ϕ ∈ D∗-Horn[τ ] with free variables z1, . . . , zk. Then
there is a τ ∪ {R}-sentence ψ of D∗-Horn in which R appears only negatively, such that for
all models A and teams X with domain {z1, . . . , zk}:
A |=X φ ⇐⇒ (A, rel(X)) |= ψ. (5.2)
Proof. Suppose that ϕ is of the form
∀x∃y(
∧
i
dep(wi, yi) ∧
∧
j
Cj).
As generally showed in Proposition 5.4 in [3], ϕ can be translated to a D sentence ψ′
satisfying the equivalence (5.2):
ψ′ := ∀z(¬R(z) ∨ ϕ).
Therefore it suffices to show that ψ′ is equivalent to some D∗-Horn sentence ψ. We may
assume that the variables in x and y do not appear in ¬R(z), hence ψ′ is equivalent to
∀zx∃y((
∧
i
dep(wi, yi) ∧
∧
j
Cj) ∨ ¬R(z)). (5.3)
The proof of Lemma 3.2 in [3] shows that the following subformula of (5.3)
∃y((
∧
i
dep(wi, yi) ∧
∧
j
Cj) ∨ ¬R(z))
is equivalent to
∃y(
∧
i
dep(wi, yi) ∧ (
∧
j
Cj ∨ ¬R(z))).
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Therefore, the sentence ψ′ is logically equivalent to the sentence
∀zx∃y(
∧
i
dep(wi, yi) ∧ (
∧
j
Cj ∨ ¬R(z))). (5.4)
Note that since (
∧
j Cj ∨ ¬R(z)) is first-order, Theorem 2.8 implies that (5.4) is equivalent
to the D∗-Horn sentence ψ
ψ = ∀zx∃y(
∧
i
dep(wi, yi) ∧
∧
j
C ′j),
where C ′j is Cj ∨ ¬R(z).
By combining Lemma 5.3 and our translation from D∗-Horn to SO∃-Horn the following
analogue of Theorem 5.1 follows.
Theorem 5.4. Let τ be a vocabulary such that {0,max, R} ⊆ τ , and ϕ a D∗-Horn[τ ]-
formula with free variables z1, . . . , zk. Then there is a τ ∪ {R}-sentence ψ of SO∃-Horn,
in which R appears only negatively, such that for all sufficiently large models A and teams
X 6= ∅ with domain {z1, . . . , zk}:
A |=X φ ⇐⇒ (A, rel(X)) |= ψ.
Proof. Note that if R appears only negatively in φ, then it will also only appear negatively in
φ′, as defined in Lemma 4.3, and these sentences are equivalent for large enough structures.
Next we show that the analogue of Theorem 5.2 also holds.
Theorem 5.5. Let τ be a vocabulary such that {0,max, R} ⊆ τ , and R a k-ary relation
symbol such that R /∈ τ . Then for every τ ∪ {R}-sentence ψ of SO∃-Horn, in which R
appears only negatively, there is a τ -formula φ of D∗-Horn with free variables z1, . . . , zk
such that, for all A and X 6= ∅ with domain {z1, . . . , zk}:
A |=X φ ⇐⇒ (A, rel(X)) |= ψ. (5.5)
Proof. Suppose ψ ∈ SO∃-Horn[τ ∪ {R}] is of the form
∃P1 . . . ∃Pk∀y
∧
i
Ci.
It is easy to check that ψ is logically equivalent to ψ′
ψ′ := ∃R′(∀x(¬R(x) ∨R′(x)) ∧ ψ[R′/R]),
where in ψ[R′/R] all occurrences of R are replaced by R′. Now ψ′ can be transformed into
ϕ∗ = ∃R′∃P1 . . . ∃Pk∀x∀y(
∧
i
Ci[R
′/R] ∧ (¬R(x) ∨R′(x))). (5.6)
By the assumption that R has only negative occurrences in ψ it follows that the sentence
(5.6) is also in SO∃-Horn. Now we define the formula φ(z1, . . . , zk) by first translating the
sentence (5.6) into D∗-Horn as in Lemma 4.2, and then replacing the subformula ¬R(x) by
∨1≤i≤k¬zi = xi. We note first that φ ∈ D
∗-Horn. Furthermore, since the way φ is obtained
from sentence (5.6) is the same as the translation given in [12], the formula φ(z1, . . . , zk) is
as wanted.
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We say that a class D of structures is downwards closed with respect to R if for every
structure A the following holds: if A ∈ D and Q ⊆ RA then A′ ∈ D, where A′ arises
from A by replacing RA by Q. As far as we know, it is an open question whether the R-
negative fragment of SO∃-Horn can define all P-properties of successor structures which are
downwards closed with respect to R. Note that for SO∃ and NP the analogous result holds,
and hence the open formulas of dependence logic correspond exactly to the downwards
closed NP properties.
6. Conclusion
Inspired by Gra¨del’s second-order characterization of P, we have studied two fragments of
dependence logic D. While the first restriction to Horn formulae still yields the full power
of NP, the more restricted type of Horn formulae captures the class P. Furthermore we
showed that the open D∗-Horn-formulae correspond exactly to the negative fragment of
SO∃-Horn.
We conclude with the following open questions:
(1) We showed that the model checking problem for the fragment of D∗-Horn with k univer-
sal quantifiers can be solved in TIME(n2k) (see Corollary 4.4). It would be interesting
to prove a converse inclusion, i.e., that TIME(nk) can be captured by D∗-Horn with k′
universal quantifiers, for some constant k′ > k.
(2) It would be interesting to know whether the R-negative fragment of SO∃-Horn (and the
open D∗-Horn formulae) capture exactly all P properties of successor structures which
are downward closed with respect to R.
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